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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Self-Sacrifice 
Topic:  Releasing the false idea that “You Must Lose In Order To Gain” 

Instructions – At the core of the belief in self-sacrifice is the false idea that you must lose in order to gain. ACIM teaches that 
with God there is no loss, and in Truth, there is only gain. Perhaps you learned the idea of sacrifice from your religious beliefs 
or something else. In ACIM, Jesus reminds you that sacrifice is unnecessary because he walked the last useless journey to 
demonstrate through His resurrection that only love is real. He further asks that you lay down your need to sacrifice and 
accept all that God has given you, as eternally and rightfully yours. The greatest way to honor your Creator is to claim all that 
you are and to receive His Love and Heavenly Gifts without hesitation. Close your eyes and tune into a time when you felt 
you sacrificed yourself, your time, your love, or your resources… for someone or something else… and repeat these words… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I worked really hard at something… and it seemed to cost me in other areas of my life…  
I might have convinced myself… that it was the right thing to do… or that it would lead me… or someone else… to a  
greater outcome… I might have sacrificed myself… along with my time… my love… my resources… or my best interests…  
I am willing to forgive myself… for this challenging experience… I am learning that with God’s Plan… there is no sacrifice. 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
There was a time… when I chose a course of action… and before I knew it… I became overwhelmed… frustrated… and 
maybe even resentful… I am willing to love myself for my good intentions… and lay down all judgments against myself…  
I am willing to see that I was following my own plan… and this can bring conflict and disappointment… With God’s Plan… 
there is only gain… and there is an equal blessing… in every situation… for everyone involved… With God…there is no loss. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I release all the frustration… of every time I felt used… manipulated.. unsupported… or overwhelmed.... I am willing to 
release all of these thoughts and judgments… and make room for miracles… healing… and transformation… I accept…  
that there is an answer… for every problem, challenge, conflict, or concern… There is no order of difficulty in miracles. 
With God… there is only gain… In the presence of His Love… there is nothing to fear. 
 

Top of the Head: 
My part is to turn the problem over for Divine Guidance and Healing… My Higher Consciousness will accomplish the  
healing for me… and on my behalf… I am willing to trust that a happy outcome is certain… I am willing to place all of my 
faith… in the One Who Knows how to lead me… I will step back… and be led…to a peaceful, positive, and happy outcome. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
I am learning… that sacrifice is unknown to God… His Will is my happiness and that I have everything… There is no one 
deciding against me but me… There is no one keeping score… but me… Today, I lay down all judgments against myself…  
and everyone else… I am willing… to know the boundless, infinite, and loving support of my Creator in all aspects of my life. 
 

Side of the Eye: 
If there is any place in my mind… where I am thinking that I must solve this problem myself… I am willing to see this 
differently… I ask You God to decide for me… about what needs to happen…who needs to be involved… and what the next 
steps are…for a happy, peaceful, and positive outcome…for everyone involved... I choose to abandon the idea of sacrifice. 
 

Under the Eye: 
Today, I lay down all of my old limiting thoughts & beliefs…& I make room for all of my thoughts to be healed…I want peace 
instead of pain, lack, and sacrifice…I want to feel the peace, freedom, ease, happiness & abundance that is Your Will for me. 
 

Instructions - Take several long deep cleansing breaths and feel a deep sense of relief as your Heavenly Team gathers 
around you.  You are not alone. Your part is to make room for peace, and your Team will help you accomplish your goal.  
Let’s be willing to know that there is no order of difficulties in miracles. With God, there is always an answer that will bring 
peace to everyone involved. Sacrifice in any form is not required. Only love is real and with God, no one will lose. Take 
another deep calming breath and anchor that feeling. Next, turn inward and tune into the first time you felt you sacrificed your 
best interests for another person or situation. Go back as far as you need to go… and repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I did something against my own intuition… I thought I was doing what I needed to do… but it 
seemed that no matter what I did… things did not get better… they might have even gotten worse… There have been 
times… when the situation cost me… something I wanted or needed… It might have felt like it cost me everything…  
 

Other Side of Chest: 
Dear God… Take this from me… and heal it for me… Help me reclaim my strength and confidence… I choose to forgive 
myself … for sacrificing my peace… or for whatever I did… or didn’t do… or didn’t want to do… but did it anyway… I am 
learning… that it is not up to me… I whatever I thought I didn’t do… couldn’t do... or did not want to do… I am learning that  
it was not up to me…I did the best I knew how in that situation… I surrender this now…  for complete and total healing…  
I receive Your Love & Blessings. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I am as You created me... I am deeply loved…I am worthy of everything good…I release the past… and let go of all false 
images of myself…and every limiting thought or judgment…I accept only what You have given...and I let the rest go…. Amen 
 

 

 


